Water is critical for the structure, stability, and functions of macromolecules. Diffraction and NMR studies have revealed structure and dynamics of bound waters at atomic resolution. However, localizing the sites and measuring the dynamics of bound waters, particularly on timescales relevant to catalysis and macromolecular assembly, is quite challenging. Here we demonstrate two techniques: first, temperature-dependent radiolytic hydroxyl radical labeling with a mass spectrometry (MS)-based readout to identify sites of bulk and bound water interactions with surface and internal residue side chains, and second, H 2 18 O radiolytic exchange coupled MS to measure the millisecond dynamics of bound water interactions with various internal residue side chains. Through an application of the methods to cytochrome c and ubiquitin, we identify sites of water binding and measure the millisecond dynamics of bound waters in protein crevices. As these MS-based techniques are very sensitive and not protein size limited, they promise to provide unique insights into protein-water interactions and water dynamics for both small and large proteins and their complexes.
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protein structure | footprinting | time resolved | covalent labeling W ater plays an important role in protein structure, folding, and stability (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . For proteins in solution, we broadly categorize water into three different types: bulk or free water, water that interacts with the protein surface, and internal water molecules (10, 11) . Bulk water has no interactions with the protein. As bulk waters approach the protein surface, water diffusion rates are slowed and water concentration is elevated due to interactions with protein surface residues (12) (13) (14) . Waters can also provide important elements of the internal protein structure. Atomic resolution details of water structure and dynamics are explored by X-ray and neutron diffraction and NMR studies and reveal water molecules co-localized with strategically placed polar or charged amino acid groups that are highly conserved (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Water dynamics explored using high-field NMR, such as nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and magnetic relaxation dispersion (MRD) methodologies, can indirectly calculate residence times of internal waters in proteins; these residence times range from subnanoseconds to milliseconds depending on the interaction of the water molecules in question (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . However, experimental approaches that can reveal specific sites of water binding to the protein surface and the interior as well as the dynamics of surface and internal waters are limited. Direct measures of both sites of water occupancy and water dynamics in solution could address a wide range of questions related to the role of water in mediating protein interactions with ligands and in assembly of protein complexes.
Structural mass spectrometry (MS) approaches can probe the interactions of bulk water and the hydration layer with protein structure and provide specific information on backbone and sidechain interactions with water (22) (23) (24) . Hydroxyl radical-mediated approaches are effective probes of water interactions with the protein surface; recently, we have shown that radiolysis-mediated hydroxyl radical labeling (footprinting) coupled to MS can probe the structure of internal waters in membrane proteins (25, 26) . Given this potential for utilizing water as a reagent to probe protein structure, we explored applications of the footprinting technique using a combination of temperature and radiolytic 18 O labeling. In particular, we were interested to expand the approach to soluble proteins and in identifying waters bound to the protein surface. For the soluble proteins cytochrome c (cyt c) and ubiquitin, we differentiated radiolytic labeling arising from bulk vs. surface-bound waters and measured the exchange rates of internal water interactions with specific side chains directly. As these approaches are coupled to sensitive MS-based detection methods, they can be widely applied to understand the locations and dynamics of bound waters in complex macromolecular systems in vitro and provide a useful complement to evolving NMR-based studies of water structure and dynamics.
Results
Radiolytic Labeling of cyt c and Ubiquitin in Liquid vs. Frozen State Distinguishes Bound vs. Bulk Water. Radiolytic labeling of the protein surface relies on the activation of bulk and surface waters forming hydroxyl radicals, followed by the diffusion of radicals to reactive and accessible sites on the protein (23, 24) . In order to explore the effect of diffusion on radiolytic labeling of proteins, we subjected cyt c and ubiquitin to 0-to 40-ms pulses of focused synchrotron X-rays followed by rapid quenching, protease digestion, and analysis by liquid-chromatography electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS) and MS/MS (Figs. S1 and S2) while comparing the labeling seen at room temperature (RT) to that for samples rapidly frozen and maintained at −35°C (Figs. S3 and S4A ). The rates of modification were vastly reduced for some residues at −35°C, while they were unchanged for others ( Fig. 1 , and Tables S1 and S2). To understand the molecular basis of this effect, we explored radiolysis of the small molecule Alexa 488, which is used as a "target" dosimeter to optimize the radiolysis conditions for X-ray footprinting (24) . Upon radiolysis of Alexa 488 solution at RT, its intensity of fluorescence decreases rapidly (k ¼ 176 s −1 ; Fig. S3 ), whereas when irradiated at −35°C the rate of modification is reduced >200-fold (k ¼ 0.8 s −1 ). Essentially, ice formation blocks diffusion of hydroxyl radicals and limits their reaction with Alexa 488. Thus, it can be deduced that macromolecule residues that had significant modification at RT but no discernible modification upon freezing are primarily modified based on hydroxyl radicals derived from bulk water.
The side-chain residues H33, F36, R38, T47, K53, K60, E61-62, L64, P71, P76, and K86 in cyt c are clearly modified at RT, but we do not see any modifications at −35°C; these residues have temperature-dependent behavior identical to that of Alexa 488 dye (Fig. S3) . The X-ray crystal structure shows that for these amino acid residues both the side-chain and the backbone atoms This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: mark.chance@case.edu. are located on the surface of the protein ( Fig. 1 A and B) ; presumably, ice formation adjacent to these residues blocks modification at −35°C (27) . On the other hand, residues F46, Y48, W59, M65, Y67 and M80 exhibit minimal changes in their modification rate as a function of temperature (<2-fold; Fig. S3 ). This indicates that waters adjacent to these residues are activated by radiolysis while in close proximity and thus can react without significant diffusional motion or that ice formation is inhibited in the immediate vicinity of these residues. The X-ray crystal structure shows that Y67 is fully, and F46, Y48, W59, and M80 are partly, buried inside the heme cavity ( Fig. 1 A and B) . Y48, Y67, and M80 are in close proximity to internal water molecules detected in the X-ray structure; these waters are likely candidates driving the modification of these residues at −35°C. Residues K99, C14/ 17, and 100-104 have detectible modifications at −35°C but these are approximately 3-to 10-fold reduced compared to RT; thus, they may be modified primarily by bulk water at RT while they are also adjacent to bound surface or internal waters that can oxidize them at −35°C. In contrast to the behavior for cyt c, ubiquitin, which lacks internal water molecules (28) , shows large decreases in the modification rate constants for all the modified residues ( Fig. 1 C and D and Fig. S4A ). However, residual modifications of residues M1, K48, L67, and L69, and modifications on multiple residues on peptide 5-15 and within peptide 12-27, are seen at low temperature indicating multiple sites of surface water interactions. Addition of hydroxyl radical to π bonds in an aromatic ring results in a resonance delocalized radical, which after reacting with O 2 will rearomatize through the loss of hydroperoxide radical (24, 29) (Fig. S5 ). Besides, hydroxyl radical can also attack sulfur-containing side chains, wherein the incorporated oxygen may also be derived either from O 2 or OH • (Fig. S5) O is consistent with the reaction mechanisms of hydroxylation mentioned above (29) and indicates a robust signal for examining the exchange processes (Fig. 2) . We characterized nine sites (C14, C17, F36, F46, Y48, W59, M65, Y67, and M80) that show 18 O labeling and 16 O exchange that are located either close to bound waters (in the heme groove) or are on the exposed surface and are labeled by bulk or surface water. In contrast, ubiquitin shows 18 O labeling only for M1 and F45 residues from the peptide fragments 1-6 and 43-48, respectively (Table S2 and Fig. S4B ), and exchange can be measured only for these two residues. O-buffer was carried out followed by synchrotron X-ray exposure and LC-ESI-MS (Fig. 3A) . Zoom scans were used to quantify the ratio of 18 O vs. 16 O labeling for various mixing delays ( Fig. 3B and Fig. S6 ). Progress curves that monitored the exchange of H 2 18 O water with added H 2 16 O were obtained by plotting the ratio of peak intensity of 18 O-isotopologue to that of the 16 O-isotopologue vs. the delay time (Fig. 3C) . Residues F36 and W59 of cyt c showed exchange that was too fast to measure with the current mixing dead time. F36 is exposed toward the surface of the cyt c molecule ( Fig. 1 A and B) . The submillisecond exchange and the fact that low temperature abolishes modification support the idea that modification is mediated by bulk water with no evidence of bound waters in the vicinity. The side chain of W59 residue is projected toward the heme cavity (Fig. 4) , and the temperature dependence indicates (27) and ubiquitin (1UBQ) (28) indicate the side-chain residues that are consistently modified after irradiation under RT and/or frozen conditions. Blue indicates the residues that show 13-to 200-fold decreases in modification upon freezing, violet indicates 3-to 10-fold decreases, and red indicates minimal to no change (<2-fold) in the modification rate when sample is frozen compared to RT. Y67 in cyt c is completely buried inside the heme cavity and not visible in these orientations.
modification by bound water that can be exchanged with bulk water rapidly.
The slowest rate of exchange was observed for peptide 61-72, which contains mixed modification products at M65 and Y67 (Fig. S2) . The lifetime of 19 ms thus reflects an average exchange rate for M65 and Y67 residues. M65 is surface accessible, but Y67 is fully buried; this slow exchange and the lack of temperature dependence of the modification rate indicates that bound waters around M65 and an internal water close to Y67 (HOH112) are likely responsible for their modifications (31) . Explicit exchange lifetimes ranging from 1.3-5.8 ms were observed for resides C14/ 17, F46/Y48, and M80 of cyt c (Fig. 3C) . The observed exchange rate for peptide 40-53 reflects an average exchange rate constant for F46 and Y48. Residue Y48 and part of residue F46 are located deep inside the heme cavity (Fig. 4) . The millisecond exchange and the lack of temperature dependence indicate that the 18 O, is indicated by an arrow and represents the potential signal for an exchange experiment for the respective peptide. For peptide 9-22, the largest signal is the increase in the 9-16 monoisotopic peak. modifications arise from interactions with bound waters; HOH139 and HOH112, which are in close proximity to Y48 and Y67, respectively (Fig. 3C ). HOH112 makes H-bonding interactions with both Y67 and T78, which are in close proximity to M80. The millisecond exchange for C14 and C17 ( Fig. 3C and Fig. S6A ), which are covalently connected to the heme, and the approximately 3-fold decrease in temperature dependency purport interactions with bound waters. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations show rotameric changes in K79 of cyt c that can permit access of water into the heme pocket within 4 ns (Fig. S7 ). This appears to facilitate rapid exchange adjacent to W59, while for other residues inside the heme pocket water exchange is delayed due to water protein interactions. Our exchange studies of ubiquitin reveal that M1 and F45 exchange too fast to be directly measured by our approaches (Fig. S4B) ; nevertheless, the residual modifications at lower temperatures provide evidence for bound water interactions with the protein surface, which may experience rapid exchange.
Discussion Detection of Bound Water at the Protein Surface and in the Protein
Interior. Evidence for the sites of protein-bound water comes from analysis of high-resolution crystal structures having reliable water assignments; these data indicate areas of the protein surface adjacent to and within grooves that bind many more water molecules than other areas of the surface (13), and these bound waters form extensive hydrogen bonding networks with amino acid residues inside protein grooves. In these studies, the temperature dependence of radiolysis is used to infer the presence of bound water both on the surface and inside the protein in cyt c. In the temperature range of −35°C to −50°C, NMR line broadening studies suggest the existence of unfrozen water bound to the protein surface (6, 32) . Thus, our radiolysis results at −35°C may reflect reactivity of patches of bound water molecules that remain in a semihydrated state. To gain additional insight into the temperature dependence of labeling and water structure, we carried out the radiolytic labeling of cyt c at −192°C, where all liquid water is abolished. The residues that were modified at −35°C undergo additional decreases in modification rates at cryogenic temperatures (Table S1 ). However, most residues on the surface have no observable modifications remaining, with the exception of E61-62 and P71, while residues projecting toward the heme cavity or inside the heme pocket still have significant (but reduced) modifications. At cryogenic temperatures, water molecules have minimal motions except for localized vibrational motions (33) . The continued observation of modification at cryogenic temperatures implies the reaction of activated waters with immediately adjacent residues, and the reductions in surface modifications imply the elimination of the semihydrated state of bound waters that mediates reactivity at −35°C. Thus, we suspect that modification of surface residues seen at −35°C for both ubiquitin and cyt c reflects interactions with water in a semihydrated state bound to specific regions of the protein surface.
Rates and Sites of Bound Water Exchange in Proteins.
Water is of increasing interest in the study of protein structure and function (34) . "De-wetting" is required prior to oligomerization of some complexes, and reorganization of water in substrate binding cavities is an important process whose dynamics are of considerable interest. Experimental studies of water dynamics, primarily by NMR, have suggested a wide range of exchange rates, from nanoseconds to milliseconds for globular proteins, although water residence times can be even longer. For example, waters residing in the transmembrane regions of membrane proteins in some cases are extremely resistant to exchange (25, 26 ). An MRD examination of cyt c suggested exchange rates on microsecond timescales contributed from buried water molecules (35) , while our studies reveal that some cyt c residues exhibit millisecond exchange. Methodological differences between the MRD experiments and those here likely account for the differences. First, these MRD experiments indirectly measured the exchange for the ensemble of buried waters, not distinguishing the individual water-side-chain interactions. Second, the above MRD experiments were carried out at 27°C (vs. 2°C here), and water residence times can be quite temperature dependent (10) . Additionally, some of our cyt c exchange rates are submillisecond (F36 and W59) and may be microseconds or even faster, consistent with the MRD results. Millisecond exchange for internal, bound waters is well established as the residence time of the most long-lived buried water in Bovine Pancreatic Trypsin Inhibitor was determined to 3 ms at 4°C by 17 O and 2 H MRD (20) . Also, 17 O and 2 H MRD data of medium-sized to large proteins indicate that most integral water molecules have residence times ranging from nanoseconds to 1 ms at 27°C (10), consistent with the range of exchange rates for cyt c observed here. Ubiquitin exhibits multiple sites of surface water interaction but shows greater reductions in modification rate as a function of temperature and only submillisecond exchange for M1 and F45, the two side-chain residues for which exchange can be observed. A recent study by Nucci et al. (36) characterized the hydration layer of ubiquitin by encapsulation within a reverse micelle; dozens of hydration waters were observed, and NOE indicated a considerable range of hydration water dynamics present on the protein surface. The encapsulated ubiquitin showed a "very-long lived" water molecule localized to a surface pocket adjacent to Val 69 (human sequence) and Lys 6. The data here, based on residual modification observed at −35°C, indicates formation of a semihydrated state at −35°C for surface waters near Leu 67, Leu 69, Met 1, and near peptide 5-15 (including Lys 6), consistent with the above results. The submillisecond exchange for M1 and F45 are also consistent with previous MRD studies of several globular proteins, including ubiquitin, which showed the fastest exchange rate (10, 37) . Thus, the MS-based approach here, although quite different from the NMR approaches overall, appears to provide a consistent and complementary picture relative to existing studies, giving confidence in the overall method.
To summarize, the temperature dependence of radiolytic labeling identifies residues that are oxidized by bound vs. bulk solvent, and our studies directly reveal multiple sites of bound water on the surface of cyt c and a more limited set of such sites on ubiquitin. Specific exchange rates of water for selected aromatic and sulfur-containing residues can also be measured using H 2 18 O coupled radiolysis. For cyt c, we provide an explicit picture of the dynamics of exchange of water for specific residues within the heme pocket, with exchange rates that vary from submillisecond to tens of milliseconds. Because water is ubiquitous in its interactions with macromolecules, these two technologies will be powerful tools in understanding active site dynamics in enzyme function involving bound water molecules, dynamics of bound water in the activation of receptors, the movement of water across pores and channels associated with gating, as well as ligand-dependent structural assembly of macromolecules.
Methods
Synchrotron X-Ray Radiolysis of Protein or Radiolytic Labeling. X-ray radiolysis was performed at beamline X28C at National Synchrotron Light Source of Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York. X-ray focusing mirror was used to carry out radiolytic labeling under optimal flux density (38, 39) . Solutions of 5 μM Alexa 488 (Invitrogen), 10 μM cyt c (horse heart) and 30 μM ubiquitin (bovine erythrocyte) were prepared in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.2. Samples were loaded into 200-μL PCR tubes in 5-μL volume and irradiated for 0-40 ms using a millisecond shutter in the standard multiple sample irradiation set up at RT (25°C) (40) . The same experiment was performed after snap-freezing of samples in PCR tubes in liquid nitrogen, while maintaining the temperature at −35°C by Peltier cooling coupled to the multiple sample holder following the protocol for the X-ray footprinting of frozen cell samples (40) . For the experiment at cryogenic temperature (−190°C), a cryocooled (liquid N 2 ) sample holder was used to irradiate sample. Exposed samples were treated with methionine-amide to stop unwanted secondary free radicals reactions, and the samples were stored at −80°C. UV-visible spectrum of cyt c before and after X-ray irradiation showed no protein damage. Protein digestion with trypsin for cyt c, and trypsin and pepsin digestion for ubiquitin, was carried out using standard procedures. For 18 O-labeling experiments, proteins were prepared in buffer solution containing 97% and 50% H 2 18 O followed by the radiolytic labeling at RT. Irradiated samples were completely evaporated to dryness under vacuum at 60°C to remove any water from the sample. Samples were reconstituted in the digestion buffer followed by protease digestion.
Time-Resolved Radiolytic Labeling with 18 O and Water Exchange. Time-resolved radiolysis was carried out at 2°C in a modified KinTek® (KinTek Corporation) apparatus using a two-step (push-pause-push) flow method. In the first step, the 10 μL of 10 μM cyt c in 97% H 2 18 O buffer was mixed with equal amount of H 2 16 O buffer (1∶1 mixing) by a T-mixer. In the second step after millisecond delay time (0-110 ms), the mixed sample was passed through an irradiation cell. The flow speed was adjusted to achieve irradiation times from 0.5-2 ms. The overall dead time was dependent on the sum of the travel time of the mixed solution right up to the irradiation cell and the sample irradiation time. The "zero" millisecond delay was obtained by mixing the 10 μL of 10 μM cyt c in 97% H 2 18 O buffer with equal volume of the same solution followed by irradiation. Exposed samples were treated with methionineamide to stop unwanted secondary free radicals reactions, and the samples were stored at −80°C. Protein digestion with trypsin for cyt c and trypsin and pepsin digestion for ubiquitin was carried out using standard procedures.
Mass Spectrometry and Data Analysis. Protease digest of cyt c and ubiquitin were analyzed by Thermo-Fisher LCQ Classic and LCQ DecaXP plus mass spectrometer interfaced with Waters Alliance 2695 HPLC according to standard LC-ESI-MS procedures (Fig. S1) (41) . LC-MS/MS parameters were set for carrying out a full data-dependent scan for 16 O modification and also by specifically selecting mass ranges targeting identification of 16 O and 18 O modified peptides of interest (Fig. S2) . MS/MS spectra for the unmodified and modified peptides were manually interpreted with the aid of the ProteinProspector (University of California, San Francisco) algorithm and Bioworks 3.3 software (Fig. S2) . Selected ion chromatograms from the LC-ESI-MS results were used to quantify the extent of modification (Fig. S1 ). The fraction unmodified for each peptide from the chromatogram was calculated as the ratio of integrated area of the unmodified peptide to the sum of integrated areas from the modified and unmodified peptides. The dose-response curve (fraction unmodified vs. X-ray exposure time) was fitted to first-order decay function with Origin® Version 8.5 (OriginLabs) to determine the modification rate constants (Figs. S3 and S4A ). Rate constants of modifications were correlated to the solvent-accessible surface area of side-chain residues calculated by the program MODELLER (42) and compared between liquid (RT) and frozen states ( −35°C and −190°C) (Tables S1 and S2 ). MS analysis of 18 O-labeling experiments was carried out in zoom scan mode around the monoisotopic m∕z (AE5 m∕z) of 16 O modified peak (Figs. 2 and 3B and Fig. S6 ). The intensities of the isotopes that correspond to 18 O-and 16 O-labelled peptides were used to determine relative amount of 18 O labeling. Zoom scans were used to quantify the ratio of 18 O vs. 16 O labeling for various mixing delays and to plot the progress curves for site-specific water exchange processes ( Fig. 3 B and C and Figs. S4B and S6). Data were best fitted to a single exponential decay Origin® Version 8.5 (OriginLabs), which resulted in the determination of lifetimes of water exchange processes at the radiolabeled side-chain residues.
